
 

Henry Danger. The show is about the adventures of Henry Hart, a 13-year old who becomes the sidekick of a local superhero,
Captain Man. With the help of his friends, Kid Danger and Mystic Maya, Henry takes on everyday kids' problems. This show is
best for ages 6-11 years old. It has many episodes with different plots that are not too hard to follow.

Henry danger is an American TV sitcom broadcasted on Nickelodeon channels internationally. The show follows Henry Hart
who becomes involved in his sidekick, Captain Man's secret identity as he takes on everyday children's problems along with his
friends Kid Danger and Mystic Maya . Nickelodeon renewed Henry Danger for a fifth season, which will premiere on January
20, 2018. The concept and characters were created by Dan Schneider and Dana Olsen. It premiered on July 26, 2014, and the
first season ended on September 21 of the same year. The second season began airing on June 23, 2015 and ended its run on
October 8. The show was renewed for a third season before the second one concluded airing. Season three premiered with an
hour-long special episode "Captain Man Goes to Washington" featuring guest stars John Cena and Bella Thorne that aired July
21 2016. On November 14 2017 it was announced that the show would be renewed for a fifth season which will air in January
2018 . Henry Danger is about a 13-year old boy named Henry Hart (Jace Norman) who becomes the sidekick of a local
superhero named Captain Man (Cooper Barnes). With the help of his two best friends, Charlotte "Kid Danger" Ellison (Riele
Downs) and Jasper Dunlop (Sean Ryan Fox), Henry takes on everyday kids' problems. He keeps his identity as Kid Danger a
secret from his best friends and family. Captain Man's chief nemesis, Dr. Minyak/Dr. Minyakoff is usually in charge in creating
schemes to destroy Captain Man and in turn, Kid Danger. He is voiced by Chris Diamantopoulos. Minyak was hired by the evil
organization known as S.O.O.R. to create a plan to get rid of Captain Man, but instead of destroying Captain Man they want him
to join them and become their sidekick. When Minyak fails in creating Kid Danger's identity, they don't have all the
information they need so they attempt to trick them into joining them by giving him Captain Man's suit and allowing him to
take over the Alpha Base where Henry goes after school, use his suit in public, and teach Henry how to be Kid Danger every day
along with helping him learn how to use it properly without revealing his identity. Kid Danger is Henry's alter ego. He is also
known as the sidekick of Captain Man. He has superpowers of confidence, courage, and strength. His suit grants him all of these
powers along with the ability to fly, jump high, faster than a jet plane, and create force fields. Henry Hart is a 13-year old boy
who becomes the sidekick of Captain Man after saving his life during an accident where he pulled him away from falling off an
old building. He wants to tell his best friends but doesn't know how to do it without revealing his identity. When Kid Danger
saves the day while Captain Man is in Washington D.C.
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